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The understanding of the transport tn H-
mode ultimate7y requires that of the L-rnJde 
plasma simultaneously. We apply the meth0d of 
self-sustaining turbulence to the tokamak plasma 
with the inhcmogeneous Er. The anomalous 
transport coefficient is obtained in an explicit 
form of the parameters which characteri7~ the 
plasma profile. Improvement of the therma~ 
conductivity i1 the H-mode plasma is explained. 
Change in the fluctuations is also analyzed. 
The basic equation which describe the self-
sustaining turbulence in the H-mode plasma was 
derived [1]. By solving the eigen value 
equation in terms of the transport coefficient, 
we have the an)malous transport coeffici~n: in 
the presence uf the inhomogeneous radia' 
electric fielrl is obtained 
(1) 
where 
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The numerator of Eq, (1) is the transport 
coefficient i1 the L-mode, iL [2]. Equation (1) 
quantifies thr: effect of Er' on the the.-nal 
conduct i v i t y, u n i f y i n g the L- and H -m o df: 
plasmas. It is emphasized that the coefficients 
are given explicitly in terms of the equilibrium 
quantities. This is because the self - sustained 
turbulence is solved by our theoretical 
formalism. The suppression of the transJort is 
prominent when wE 1 ~ 1/fG1. A noticeable 
reduction of X occurs when wEl approache3 unitY. 
The coefficie1t f denotes the influence of the 
magnetic shear. 
The theory also predicts the change in the 
fluctuations. The estimate of k9 is given as 
k e 2 = 6-2cx -1 [ 1 + G 1 wE 12 J. (2) 
where 6 is th~ collisionless skin depth. 
Fluctuation level is also reduced. 
(3) 
These results 1resent the unified descri.1tion on 
the transport coefficient and fluctuatio1s in 
the H-mode as ~ell as in the L-mode pla~nas. 
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